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Due to the explosive growth of foreign investment and trade in the United
States, American litigators are increasingly encountering situations where they
are required or desire to join a foreign individual or corporation in a lawsuit in
U.S. courts.' To American lawyers familiar with the relative simplicity and
formality of serving process to commence an action involving wholly domestic
parties, the difficulties and costs associated with serving process on entities
abroad may be a novel experience.
Unlike in a wholly domestic action, the methodology for serving process
abroad should be researched, analyzed, and resolved well in advance of filing the
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1. A party defendant may be joined in a domestic lawsuit because it is partially responsible for
the plaintiff's injuries or it is the deep pocket from which satisfaction of the judgment will be sought.
In transnational litigation, a third factor arises: whether a foreign entity possesses information critical
to the plaintiff's case. If so, the foreign entity should be joined as a party to avoid the difficulties of
obtaining discovery in a foreign country from a nonparty. See, e.g., Graco, Inc. v. Kremlin, Inc., 101
F.R.D. 503, 508-10 (N. D. I11. 1984) (French blocking statute); Comment, The Hague Evidence
Convention: Problems at Home of Obtaining Foreign Evidence, 20 Ir'L LAw. 659 (1986); Platto,
Taking Evidence Abroad for Use in Civil Cases in the United States-A Practical Guide, 16 INT'L
LAW. 575 (1982).
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complaint. Surprisingly, at least to some uninitiated American litigators, the
options for serving a potential party located abroad may affect the strategy for
presenting the case, the causes of action that may be pleaded, and the relief that
may be requested in the complaint.
The penalties for failing to comply strictly with the appropriate service rules
far outweigh the relatively basic function of service of process-to inform the
defendant of a pending action. The consequences could range from dismissal
with prejudice of the U.S. lawsuit if proper service had not been made before the
statute of limitations lapsed, to obtaining a favorable award in the United States
that is unenforceable in the foreign defendant's domiciliary or in a third country.
At worst, improper service could violate the sovereignty of the receiving foreign
country, thereby precipitating a formal diplomatic note of protest from the
foreign government and subjecting your process server to possible criminal
sanctions in the foreign country. This list of horribles can be avoided, however,
with proper preparation and foresight.
I. Factors Guiding the Choice of Service Method
A party seeking to serve process abroad will almost always face a menu of
choices, each with its own trade-offs of cost, timeliness, and certainty. Experi-
ence teaches that there is no universal standard that will dictate the proper
method of service in all cases. The circumstances of each case must be reviewed
to determine the most efficacious methods of service abroad.
The only universal principle guiding this choice is to exercise caution. If in
doubt, effect service through several duplicative means simultaneously. The
additional cost incurred at the commencement of litigation could save your client
the unnecessary burden of funding appeals over the consequences of an
ill-advised or hasty initial decision.
There are five primary factors that will determine which service method to use.
A. Is THE PARTY TO BE SERVED LOCATED IN A
MEMBER STATE OF THE HAGUE SERVICE CONVENTION?
The first consideration is whether the party to be served is located in a member
country of the Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial
Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters (the Hague Service Convention or
the Convention). 2 Twenty-eight nations, including most Western industrialized
countries, are parties to the Hague Service Convention. 3 Of perhaps keenest
2. Convention on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or
Commercial Matters, opened for signature November 15, 1965, 20 U.S.T. 361, T.I.A.S. No. 6638,
658 U.N.T.S. 163 [hereinafter the Hague Service Convention].
3. According to the U.S. Department of State, the following countries were parties as of
January 1989: Antigua & Barbuda, Barbados, Belgium, Botswana, Canada, Cyprus, Czechoslova-
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concern, the United States, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, the United
Kingdom, Japan, Hong Kong, and Italy are parties. The Soviet Union and
Eastern Europe, with the exception of Czechoslovakia, however, are not.
Switzerland and Canada also are not parties.
If the defendant to be served is located in a member country and the
Convention applies, then, as the Supreme Court recently stated in Volkswagen-
werk Aktiengesellschaft v. Schlunk,4 compliance with the Hague Service Con-
vention is mandatory. 5 Although various earlier cases had suggested that the
Convention merely supplements state or federal methods of service, 6 recent cases
clarify that by virtue of the Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution,
7
the Convention preempts inconsistent methods of service prescribed by state8 or
federal 9 law. The new Restatement on Foreign Relations Law confirms that "[ilf
kia, Denmark, Egypt, Finland, France, Federal Republic of Germany, Greece, Israel, Italy, Japan,
Luxemburg, Malawi, Netherlands, Norway, Pakistan, Portugal, Seychelles, Spain, Sweden, Turkey,
United Kingdom, and the United States. The U.S. Department of State also reports that the following
countries are now independent and no confirmation has been issued from these countries, as of April
1988, indicating whether the Convention still applies: Belize, Djibouti, Fiji, Kiribati, Nevis, St.
Christopher (Kitts), St. Lucia, St. Vincent, Solomon Island, and Tuvalu. The United Kingdom
ratification extends to Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman Islands, and Hong Kong, among
other dependencies. U.S. DEPARTMENT OF STATE, TREATIES IN FORCE 328 (1989). The Bahamas has not
agreed to Convention inclusion. International Controls Corp. v. Vesco, 593 F.2d 166, 178 (2d Cir.
1979).
4. 145 111. App. 3d 594, 503 N.E.2d 1045 (1986), aff'd, 108 S. Ct. 2104, 2108, 2111 (1988)
(dictum).
5. See also Socidtd Nationale Industrielle Adrospatiale v. U.S. Dist. Ct., 107 S. Ct. 2542, 2550
n.15 (1987).
The general rule that the Hague Service Convention's procedures are mandatory is subject to
several exceptions. See id., Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at
16 n.27, Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2104. First, he country in which service is executed may permit more
liberal service methods. See Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. 19. Second, the forum
court retains its inherent power, regardless of the service method used, to provide effective
emergency relief, such as a temporary restraining order or prejudgment attachment. See id. art. 15
(recognizing that "the judge may order, in case or urgency, any provisional or protective measures.")
Finally, alternative service methods may be used if a foreign government fails to fulfill its service
commitments under the Convention.
6. Department of Justice Mem. 386, Revision 3 (July 1979) at 13 n.10 ("The Convention
machinery does not preempt other methods of service which are calculated to provide effective notice
Rather, the Convention merely supplements other existing means of effecting foreign service
.) (citing Tamari v. Bache & Co., 431 F. Supp. 1226, 1228 (N. D. I11. 1977); Shoei Kako Co.,
Ltd. v. Superior Court, San Francisco, 33 Cal. App. 3d 808, 821, 109 Cal. Rptr. 402, 411 (1973);
International Controls Corp. v. Vesco, 593 F.2d 166, 197 (2d Cir. 1979)).
7. U.S. CONST. art. VI.
8. Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2108; Cipolla v. Picard Porsche Audi, Inc., 496 A.2d 130, 132 (R.I.
1985) (notwithstanding Rhode Island statutes and rules providing for other methods for effectuating
service of process, service on West German corporation had to be perfected according to terms of the
Hague Service Convention); DeJames v. Magnificence Carriers, Inc., 654 F.2d 280 (3d Cir.), cert.
denied, 454 U.S. 1085 (1981).
9. Ackermann v. Levine, 788 F.2d 830, 840 (2d Cir. 1986). "Because the Hague Convention
is specific as to how service is to be made in a foreign country and the Federal Rules are general and
designed to cover all circumstances, the Court finds that the provisions of the Hague Convention
must control the manner of service in this action." Harris v. Browning-Ferris Indus. Chem. Serv.,
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. . . service is made in the territory of a state party to the Hague Service
Convention . . . by a method not provided for in the Convention, 10 or by a
method to which that state has filed an objection, t' the service is ineffective in
the United States .. 12 The scope of the Convention and the service methods
provided for therein are discussed in Part II of this article.
If service is sought on an entity located in a country not a party to the Hague
Service Convention, then the service rules of the state in which the action is
pending, or Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 4(e) or 4(i) (Federal rules 4(e) or
4(i)) will control. The service methods provided in Federal Rules 4(e) and 4(i)
are described in Part III of this article.
B. WILL ENFORCEMENT OF AN AMERICAN COURT
JUDGMENT BE SOUGHT IN A FOREIGN COUNTRY?
The second most important question influencing the service decision is:
"where will the judgment be enforced?" If the defendant has sufficient assets
within the jurisdiction of an American court, then the plaintiff only must choose
a service method that satisfies the requirements of the forum court. The
prevailing view is that, absent a treaty obligation such as the Hague Service
Convention, courts in the United States will give effect to service of process that
complies with the law of the forum court even if the method contravenes the law
of the foreign country where service is made (the receiving country).' 3 If the
method adopted violates the receiving country's laws or infringes the country's
"judicial sovereignty," however, the receiving country could file an official
diplomatic protest. ' 4 Furthermore, any ensuing U.S. judgment likely would be
100 F.R.D. 775, 777 (M.D. La. 1984). "The Hague Convention, by the Supremacy Clausesuper-
sedes all state and federal methods of service of process abroad in those cases in which its provisions
are applicable." Cintron v. W & D Machinery Co., 182 N.J. Super. 126, 440 A.2d 76, 81 (1981).
10. Where the Convention does not state whether a particular method is permissible, at least one
federal court has held that the Federal Rules should fill the interstices of the Convention. Ackermann
v. Levine, 788 F.2d at 840.
11. American courts uniformly have held that service in a Convention country which violates
that country's conditions and declarations under the Convention is invalid. See, e.g., DeJames v.
Magnificence Carriers, 654 F.2d at 286-90 (dictum); Kadota v. Hosogai, 125 Ariz. 131, 608 P.2d 68
(Ariz. App. 1980) (service in violation of Japan's declaration under articles 10(b) and (c) of the
Convention is invalid); Low v. Bayerische Motoren Werke, A.G., 88 A.D.2d 504, 449 N.Y. S.2d
733 (1982) (mail service to West Germany invalid); R.M.B. Electrostat, Inc. v. Lectra Trading,
A.G., No. 82-1844 (E. D. Pa. Jan. 17, 1983) (LEXIS Genfed library, Dst. Cir.) (mail service to West
Germany invalid).
12. RESTATEMENT (TlIRD) OF THE FOREIGN RELATIONS LAW OF THE UNITED STATES § 472 comment a
(1987) [hereinafter RESTATEMENT]; see also Davies & Weinstock, The Service of Process Overseas,
NAT'L L.J. 15, 16 (Oct. 3, 1988).
13. RESTATEMENT, supra note 12, § 472 reporters' note 2. But see R.M.B. Electrostat, Inc. v.
Lectra Trading A.G., No. 82-1844 (LEXIS).
14. Switzerland, for example, has lodged diplomatic protests with the U.S. Department of State
in response to service of process within its territory by mail and by personal service. See generally
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unenforceable in the receiving country and in the courts of third countries. 1 5
To the extent that enforcement of a U.S. judgment may be sought in a foreign
country, the applicable service rules of the receiving country or the Hague
Service Convention should be reviewed and followed.
C. DOES THE METHOD SELECTED SATISFY
U.S. DUE PROCESS STANDARDS?
Whichever method of service is selected must comport with the requirements
of the due process clause. This U.S. constitutional standard requires that the
method of service utilized be reasonably calculated to provide the defendant with
notice of the pendency of the lawsuit and an opportunity to defend. 1
6
The due process determination is based upon the circumstances of each case.
A method that may pass constitutional muster in one case may not necessarily
provide sufficient certainty of actual notice in every case. 17 A leading commen-
tator has observed that U.S. federal courts "have shown a repeated tendency to
'bootstrap' themselves into a finding that defendant's appearance in court, even
when contesting the validity of service, means that the due process standards of
actual notice have been observed."'18
Due process issues are most likely to arise in the context of deciding to what
extent documents to be served abroad must be translated. Independent of due
process considerations, utilizing certain Hague Service Convention methods may
require translation of the summons, complaint, and accompanying exhibits.'
9
But even if service is performed outside the framework of the Convention or if
Atlantic Steamers Supply Co. v. Int'l Maritime Supplies Co., 268 F. Supp. 1009 (S.D.N.Y. 1967).
Switzerland, like some other civil law countries, views service of process as a judicial function;
therefore, any manner of service, including mailing process into Switzerland from the United States,
is viewed by Switzerland as the assertion of U.S. judicial authority within the territory of
Switzerland, a violation of its sovereignty. Horlick, A Practical Guide to Service of United Siates
Process Abroad, 14 INT'L LAW. 637, 641 (1980). Swiss authorities could arrest a process server
attempting to serve foreign process within Switzerland. Delk & Nelson, Service of Process on
Foreign Parties by Letters Rogatory, 52 INTER ALIA F1 (May/June 1987).
Service of process in countries that maintain an extreme view of their judicial sovereignty
generally must be accomplished through a letter rogatory to avoid precipitating a letter of protest or
other sanctions. Nevertheless, since Switzerland is not a member of the Hague Service Convention,
U.S. courts will recognize service made in Switzerland by a method that violates Swiss sovereignty.
Atlantic Steamers, 268 F. Supp. at 1015. But see R.M.B. Electrostat Inc. v. Lectra Trading, A.G.,
No. 82-1844 (LEXIS).
15. See 2 B. RISTAU, INTERNATIONAL JUDICIAL ASSISTANCE: CIVIL AND COMMERCIAL § 3-11 (1984).
16. Mullane v. Central Hanover Bank & Trust Co., 339 U.S. 306, 314 (1950); Milliken v.
Meyer, 311 U.S. 457 (1940).
17. Cf. International Control Corp. v. Vesco, 593 F.2d 166, 176 (2d Cir. 1979) (upholding
service by throwing the document on defendant's premises and mailing a copy to him).
18. Horlick, supra note 14, at 645.
19. See discussion of article 5 infra notes 71-78 and accompanying text. The Federal Republic
of Germany, like several other Convention countries, has declared in its ratification instrument that
all documents to be served in West Germany must be translated into German.
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translations are not required by the receiving country's ratification of the
Convention, the due process claus requires, at a minimum, translation of a
summary of the documents into the language of the defendant,2 ° unless it can
be shown that the recipient understands or routinely does business in
English. 2' The summary should describe the type of documents served, the
status of the proceeding, and the time period for making an appearance or
filing a reply.
D. Is TIMING AN IMPORTANT CONSIDERATION?
Timing, always an important facet of litigation strategy, may become a
determinative factor in deciding which methods of international service to
employ. Most methods for serving process abroad will take longer than their
domestic counterparts. The timing issue, therefore, may be pivotal, particularly
where the statute of limitations is about to run.
State courts and federal courts appear to have adopted differing positions on
the consequences for failing to effect international service of process before the
statute of limitations has run. In New York state court, for example, "invalid
service will result in dismissal of the complaint and, if the statute of limitations
has run, complete loss of the right to pursue the cause of action." 22 By contrast,
failure to effect proper service of process in federal court probably will result
only in quashing the service rather than in dismissing the action, thus preserving
the action even if the statute had run.
2 3
The relative speed of various service methods should be considered in every
case. In most cases using a foreign lawyer as the appointed process server, if
permitted, is the fastest means of executing service of process. This method is
followed by mail service (keeping in mind that mail service may be more
unpredictable in certain foreign countries and that a return receipt is required)
and by service through the Hague Service Convention Central Authority (which
could take ninety days or longer). Letters rogatory, the method of last resort,
generally is the slowest service method.
Litigants would be well advised, particularly for actions in federal court, to
utilize duplicative and quicker backup methods of service. This is especially true
20. See Julen v. Larson, 25 Cal. App. 3d 325, 328, 101 Cal. Rptr. 796, 798 (1972) (Swiss
judgment unenforceable in California because German-language Swiss document served on defen-
dant in the United States did not give him sufficient notice of pending Swiss action).
21. See, e.g., Shoei Kako Co. v. Superior Court, San Francisco, 33 Cal. App. 3d 808, 109
Cal. Rptr. 402 (1973) (service of English-language document on Japanese defendant in Japan found
proper where evidence showed that defendant company used English in its international trading
activities).
22. NEW YORK STATE BAR ASSOCIATION, SERVICE OF PROCESS ABROAD: A NUTS AND BOLTS GUIDE FOR
NEW YORK LAWYERS (May 27, 1988) (and cases cited therein).
23. Id. at 17 n.64; Davies & Weinstock, supra note 12, at 18.
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where the primary service method (such as service through the Hague Service
Convention Central Authority) may not effect service within the statute of
limitations period.2 4 Using such a backup method may preserve the action, even
if the backup service method is later held to have been ineffective.25
E. CAN PERSONAL JURISDICTION BE OBTAINED
OVER THE FOREIGN DEFENDANT?
One of the basic purposes of service of process is to secure jurisdiction over
the named defendant.2 6 Nevertheless, the basis for personal jurisdiction over the
defendant must be found independent from the statutes and rules specifying
service methods, such as Federal Rule 4. A litigant desiring to serve a defendant
in a foreign country must review the forum court's laws to determine whether
there is authority to serve a defendant outside the forum court's territory and
thereby to assert jurisdiction over such party.27 Explicit authorization for
extraterritorial service may not be required. Even in the absence of express
24. See Davies & Weinstock, supra note 12, at 18.
25. A second safeguard should be employed if service is undertaken through the Hague Service
Convention Central Authority. Rule 4(j) of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure requires service to
have been performed within 120 days after the filing of the complaint. Although the rule exempts
from this time limit service in a foreign country under Federal Rule 4(i), it is not altogether clear that
service through the Hague Service Convention Central Authority is covered by the alternative
methods of foreign service available under Federal Rule 4(i). Consequently, a litigant in federal court
serving process through the Central Authority should be prepared to file a motion for enlargement of
time pursuant to Federal Rule 6(b) before the 120-day time limit of Federal Rule 4(j) expires. FED.
R. Civ, P. 4,6.
26. 2 J. MOORE, W. TAGGERT & J. WICKER, MOORE's FEDERAL PRACTICE 1 4.02[3] (3d ed. 1987)
[hereinafter MOORE's FEDERAL PRACTICE].
27. FED. R. Civ. P. 4(e) and section 2.01(c) of the Uniform Interstate and Interational
Procedure Act (adopted in at least six U.S. states, B. RISTAU, supra note 15, ch. 1, pt. III, note
2), expressly do not provide an independent basis for jurisdiction over a nonresident party. FED.
R. Civ. P. 4(e); UNIFORM INTERSTATE AND INTERNATIONAL PROCEDURE ACT § 2.01(c), 13 U.L.A. 382
(1986) [hereinafter the Uniform Act]. The alternative service methods provided in Federal Rule
4(i) and in section 2.01(c) of the Uniform Act, therefore, can be used only where authority for
extraterritorial service is provided by other federal or state statutes. Examples of such authorizing
statutes include:
(i) Section 12 of the Clayton Act, 15 U.S.C. § 12 (1982), which permits service of process
on corporations in judicial districts where the corporation is an "inhabitant" or
"wherever it may be found." Eastman Kodak Co. v. Southern Photo Material Co., 273
U.S. 359 (1927).
(ii) 8 U.S.C. § 1451 (1982) (immigration law). Zurini v. United States, 189 F.2d 722 (8th
Cir. 1951); United States v. Cardillo, 135 F. Supp. 798 (W.D. Pa 1955).
(iii) Securities Acts of 1933 and 1934. S.E.C. v. Briggs, 234 F. Supp. 618 (N.D. Ohio 1964).
(iv) For extraterritorial service pursuant to court order, see 35 U.S.C. §§ 146, 293 (patents),
38 U.S.C. § 784(a) (veterans insurance), 46 U.S.C. § 1292 (marine war risk insurance)
(1982).
(v) State long-arm statutes. See United States v. Scophony Corp. of America, 333 U.S. 795
(1948); Japan Gas Lighter Assoc. v. Ronson Corp., 257 F. Supp. 219 (D.N.J. 1966).
(vi) State nonresident motorist statutes.
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authorization, some courts have permitted service in foreign countries where the
authorizing statute did not preclude foreign service.28
II. Service under the Hague Service Convention
The Hague Service Convention is the first multilateral treaty on international
judicial assistance joined by the United States. 29 The Convention reconciles the
differing service practices of civil and common law countries by providing a
formalized procedure and series of alternative methods designed to notify
defendants of pending proceedings in other member countries 30 in sufficient time
to permit a response.
3 1
The primary innovations of the Convention include:
(i) Establishment of a Central Authority or Authorities 32 in each country
as the receiving agent for service requests from other contracting
countries;
(ii) Mandatory use of three model forms for the transmission of requests
abroad and the return of executed requests;
(iii) In most cases, elimination of the involvement of domestic and foreign
courts;
3 3
28. B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 3-9.
29. Report of the United States Delegation to the Special Commission on the Operation of the
Convention of 15 November 1965 on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in
Civil or Commercial Matters, 17 I.L.M. 312, 313 (1978) [hereinafter U.S. Report]. The treaty came
into force in the United States on February 10, 1969. The Convention is reproduced in the VIII
MARTINDALE-HUBBELL LAW DIRECTORY pt. VII and after Federal Rules of Civil Procedure 4 in the U.S.
Code Annotated. The list of member states and the texts of their declarations of ratification
immediately follow the Convention in both sources.
30. Throughout this article "member states" will be referred to as "member countries" so as
to avoid confusion with references to states of the United States.
31. See Preamble to the Hague Service Convention supra note 2; Graveson, The Tenth Session
of the Hague Conference of Private International Law, 14 IrN'L & COMP. L.Q. 528, 539 (1965).
32. West Germany has eleven Central Authorities; one for each of nine "Landes," or states, and
two for the city-states of Bremen and Hamburg.
33. The issue of who is a proper "applicant" under the Convention apparently was resolved in
the Convention, although the subsequent practices of a couple of countries have complicated the
issue. Article 3 provides that "[tihe authority or judicial officer competent under the law of the state
in which the documents originate" is authorized to transmit a service request to the Central Authority
of the receiving country. Although the laws of numerous American jurisdictions authorize private
attorneys to make service, civil law countries traditionally had not recognized private attorneys as
"competent" authorities to transmit service requests and had refused service requested by attorneys.
The civil law countries traditionally viewed service of process as a judicial function requiring
involvement of the courts.
This discrepancy apparently was resolved at the Special Commission meetings on the operation of
the Convention held in 1977. The U.S. Delegation Report states, "[t]he experts agreed that their
Central Authorities would henceforth honor applications by American attorneys if note is made on
the request form that the attorney-applicant is 'Authorized under U.S. practice to request service
under the Convention.' " U.S. Report, supra note 29, at 316.
Beginning several years ago, however, the United Kingdom and Israel have refused to serve requests
through their Central Authorities if the requesting party is a private attorney. This development has
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(iv) Provisions for relief from default judgments (articles 15 and 16) if
sufficient notice had not been given to a defendant; and
(v) Relief from the complex requirements of authentifications and certi-
fications often required in non-convention countries.
A. SCOPE OF THE CONVENTION
The fact that a defendant is located in a Hague Service Convention member
country does not necessarily mean that the Hague Service Convention applies.
Article 1 defines the Convention's scope as follows:
The present Convention shall apply in all cases, in civil or commercial matters,
where there is occasion to transmit a judicial or extrajudicial document for service
abroad.
This Convention shall not apply where the address of the person to be served with
the document is not known. 34
There are three important limitations on the Convention's scope. There also are
two grounds for the receiving country to refuse service.
1. The Schlunk Exception
The most important recent development with respect to international service of
process is the Supreme Court's June 1988 decision in Volkswagenwerk Aktieng-
esellschaft v. Schlunk.35 Schlunk was a wrongful death action filed in Illinois state
courts. The plaintiff, whose parents were killed in an automobile accident
involving a Volkswagen, initially sued Volkswagen of America (VWoA), among
others, claiming that the automobile was defectively designed. VWoA filed an
answer denying that it had designed or assembled the automobile in question.
Schlunk then amended the complaint to add Volkswagen, A.G. (VWAG), a West
German corporation, as a defendant. VWAG is the parent of its wholly owned
American subsidiary, VWoA.
Schlunk first attempted to serve VWoA's registered agent, C.T. Corporation,
which refused acceptance on the ground that it was not the statutory or registered
agent for VWAG in Illinois. Schlunk then served VWAG by providing C.T.
Corporation with an alias summons addressed to VWoA "as Agent for" VWAG.36
VWAG unsuccessfully attempted to quash this last effort to serve VWAG.
forced litigants to obtain a court order directing the court clerk to submit service requests to these
countries. The United States has objected to this practice. The United States sought clarification of
this issue from a representative of the United Kingdom at the Special Commission Meeting of April
1989. The United Kingdom had not responded to the United States' expression of concern as of
September 1989.
34. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. I (emphasis added).
35. 108 S. Ct. 2104 (1988).
36. Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 5, Schlunk, 108 S.
Ct. at 2104.
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The Illinois courts concluded that service of process on VWoA as agent for
VWAG was effective service under the Illinois long-arm statute. The state courts
reviewed the relationship between the two entities and determined that it was
sufficiently close that VWAG was certain to be fully apprised of the pendency of
the suit by delivery of the summons to VWoA.37 Significantly, the United States
Supreme Court did not review this state law determination.
38
The Supreme Court, affirming the state court's judgment, held that the Hague
Service Convention does not apply to service of process on a foreign corporation
where, under applicable state service rules and in accordance with the require-
ments of due process, service can be effected domestically on an imputed agent
of the foreign corporation-in this case, a wholly owned and controlled U.S.
subsidiary of the foreign corporate parent. The Court found that where domestic
service is valid and complete under the forum court's internal law, the
Convention does not apply because there is no "occasion to transmit a judicial
or extrajudicial document for service abroad" as the Convention requires. 39
In short, Schlunk provides an exception to the mandatory application of the
Hague Service Convention methods where domestic service on a foreign
corporation can be made. Several practical comments concerning the application
of the Schlunk exception are in order.
The mere showing of a foreign parent-U.S. subsidiary relationship is
insufficient to establish an agency relationship for service of process. 40 If
challenged, the plaintiff has the burden of proving that a sufficient relationship
exists to support substituted service on the U.S. subsidiary. 4 1 This may put the
plaintiff in a quandary at the beginning of litigation where the details of the
relationship may not be known. If in doubt, litigants should utilize Hague
Service Convention service in addition to domestic service.
37. The Illinois trial court reviewed the following factors in making its determination that VWoA
was a proper agent for service of VWAG: the parent, VWAG, determined which products would be
marketed and distributed as well as the method of ordering; the parent set standards for sales and
stock levels, trade and identity designations, and service requirements; no claims could be made
against the parent for rejection of orders and there was no parental liability for untimely delivery; the
parent could institute unilateral price increases; five of seven previous board meetings were
conducted in the parent's country, West Germany; eight of fourteen members of the board of directors
of the subsidiary were directors of the parent and were West German residents; and by contract,
VWoA was the exclusive importer and distributor of VWAG products in the United States. Schlunk
v. Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesellschaft, 145 I1. App. 3d 594, 602, 503 N.E.2d 1045, 1051 (1986).
38. Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2107.
39. Id. at 2111-12 (emphasis added).
40. See Geick v. American Honda Motor Co., 117 F.R.D. 123, 127 (C.D. I11. 1987) (no agency
relationship found to exist where the parent was not involved in the operations or ordering methods
of subsidiary; there were no liability exclusions for rejection of orders or late deliveries; there were
no requirements for prior consultation with parent before establishing dealership arrangements or
setting sales objectives, etc.); Volkswagenwerk v. McCurdy, 340 So. 2d 544, 546 (Fla. Dist. Ct.
App. 1976) (control by parent cannot be inferred merely because of the existence of a parent-
subsidiary relationship; specific facts must be shown).
41. See Richardson v. Volkswagenwerk, A.G., 552 F. Supp. 73, 79 (W.D. Mo. 1982).
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Litigants also should be aware that the breadth of the Schlunk exception
remains unclear. Notwithstanding the general principles stated therein, Schlunk
only approved substituted service on a wholly owned, closely controlled
subsidiary of a foreign parent. Schlunk did not comment on other forms of
substituted service under state laws. 42
The Schlunk decision provides very little guidance to lower courts that need to
determine when service abroad is necessary. The failure of the United States
Supreme Court to establish a workable standard to measure when state laws
permit "domestic service" of foreign entities could lead to inconsistent
application of the Hague Service Convention among the individual jurisdictions
within the United States.
43
The Schlunk decision has been criticized by commentators in the United
States 44 and by several member countries45 because it undermines the mandatory
character of the Convention. Foreign defendants may no longer assume that the
Convention provides the exclusive means of serving foreign entities.
The decision raises two unsettling prospects for U.S. plaintiffs and defen-
dants. First, the adverse reaction to the Schlunk decision by several member
42. As a condition of doing business within the state, many states require a nonresident
corporation to appoint a registered agent for receipt of service of process. See MODEL BUSINESS CORP.
Act ANN. I1 2(d), §§ 106-115 (1971 & Supp. 1977). The federal government also frequently requires
foreign corporations to designate an agent for service of process with respect to various regulatory
programs. See, e.g., National Traffic and Motor Vehicle Safety Act of 1966, § 110(e), 15 U.S.C.
§ 1399(e) (1982); Trademark Act of 1946, § l(d), 15 U.S.C. § 1051(d) (1982); 17 C.F.R. §§ 3.30,
15.05 (1988) (Commodity Futures Trading Commission regulations); 17 C.F.R. §§ 230.262,
240.15b-5, 275.0-2 (1988) (Securities and Exchange Commission regulations). Substituted service
on an appointed agent of a foreign corporation undoubtedly would be considered adequate "domestic
service" following Schlunk.
State laws permitting service of an out-of-state defendant through the state secretary of state or
other state officials, such as an insurance commissioner, however, may not provide an exemption
from the Hague Service Convention. Most of these state laws require service of the summons and
complaint on the secretary of state or other governmental official who then must transmit the
summons and complaint to the defendant through postal channels. Under these laws, the transmission
of the documents directly to the defendant is an integral part of the legal requirement for effective
service. Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 26-27, Schlunk, 108
S. Ct. at 2104. The U.S. Department of Justice believes that this practice should be regarded as
"service abroad" and should be governed by the Convention. Id. If these laws do not require direct
transmission to a defendant as an integral part of effective service, such service may not pass
constitutional muster. See Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2116 (Brennan, J., concurring).
43. See Case Comment, Service of Process: Application of the Hague Service Convention in the
United States-Volkswagen Aktiengessellschaft v. Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. 2104 (1988), 30 HARV. tNT'L
L.J. 277, 284-85 (1989).
44. See, e.g., Note, The Hague Service Convention As Enabler: Volkswagenwerk Aktiengesell-
schaft v. Schlunk, 20 INTER-AMERICAN L. REV. 175, 193-98 (1988); Case Comment, supra note 43,
at 284, 286.
45. Following the Illinois Appellate Court decision in Schlunk, the governments of France,
Germany, Great Britain, and Japan transmitted diplomatic notes to the United States registering their
complaints that the decision conflicted with the letter and spirit of the Convention and undermined
its mandatory character. Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent at 8
n. 11, addenda A-D, Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2104.
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countries suggests that foreign courts may refuse to enforce U.S. court
judgments that had relied on the Schlunk exception to the Convention. 46 Second,
if other member countries follow the Supreme Court's reasoning and uphold
"domestic service" of foreign entities whenever their internal laws allow, U.S.
defendants could be subjected to default judgments in foreign courts without
benefit of the Convention's protections of notice and an opportunity to respond
provided by articles 15 and 16.
In light of the adverse reaction of several member countries to the Schlunk
decision, a U.S. litigant that could serve domestically under the Schlunk
exception, but which may need to enforce its judgment abroad, would be
well-advised to serve solely or additionally under the Convention. The Supreme
Court itself acknowledged that this would be a prudent course of action.
47
Utilizing Convention procedures (i) avoids the procedural risk that the forum
court's internal law would be interpreted to require service abroad and (ii)
facilitates enforcement of any ensuing U.S. judgment abroad. 48
2. The Convention is Limited to
"Civil or Commercial Matters"
Article 1 provides that the Convention applies "in civil or commercial
matters. ' 49 The phrase "civil or commercial matters" is not defined in the
Convention and, as the U.S. Delegation reported, there was no agreement on the
meaning of this phrase when the Convention was signed. 50 The United States and
the United Kingdom include within the meaning of this phrase any legal
proceeding that is not criminal, including administrative proceedings. France,
Germany, and Japan exclude administrative matters .5 France also excludes
matters that are criminal or "fiscal." West Germany also excludes criminal
matters and enforcement of "public law" as opposed to "private law." Egypt
excludes family law matters.
52
Litigants should be aware that West German Central Authorities (particularly
Bavaria and Northrhine-Westphalia) have refused to serve complaints requesting
punitive damages on the ground that such complaints involve criminal matters.
5 3
46. Note, supra note 44, at 197-98.
47. Schlunk, 108 S. Ct. at 2111.
48. Id.
49. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art 1.
50. U.S. Report, supra note 29, at 315.
51. See B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-4: "German and French Central Authorities have declined
to serve legal documents issued by the Environmental Protection Agency, the International Trade
Commission and the Federal Trade Commission."
52. U.S. Report, supra note 29, at 315-16.
53. Brief for the United States as Amicus Curiae Supporting Respondent, at 20 n.32, Schlunk,
108 S. Ct. at 2104 (referring to Bavaria). This author has faced a similar difficulty in Northrhine-
Westphalia. West Germany has eleven Central Authorities, each apparently applying its own local
interpretations of the Convention. If scope may be an issue, a litigant seeking to serve in West
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This author also was advised in 1988 by the Northrhine-Westphalia Central
Authority that it would not serve a complaint requesting treble damages under a
RICO cause of action.
54
One way to avoid the problem of serving German defendants would be for the
U.S. plaintiff to serve a complaint without punitive or treble damages. Then,
when the German party enters its appearance through an attorney in the United
States, the U.S. plaintiff could amend its complaint, pursuant to Federal Rule of
Civil Procedure 15(c), and add these prayers for relief. The amended complaint
could then be served on the attorney in the United States.
3. The Name and Address of the Party
to Be Served Must Be Known
Article 1 provides that the Convention will apply only where the address of the
party to be served is known. The U.S. Delegation reports, however, that the
member countries generally will not reject service where the address is
incomplete or inaccurate. The Central Authorities likely would first attempt to
determine the correct address for the person to be served. 55 Litigants should
assist the Central Authorities by including on their request form an address and
telephone number that the Central Authority could contact to obtain additional
identifying information.
4. Refusal to Serve Documents That
Would Infringe the Receiving
Country's "Sovereignty or Security"
Even if the Convention applies to a particular service request, the member
countries have a limited power to refuse service. Article 13 provides that
refusal is permissible "only if [the receiving country] deems that compliance
would infringe its sovereignty or security." 56 Such refusals occur very
Germany would be well advised to consult with local counsel in the jurisdiction of the particular
Central Authority, or alternatively, call the Central Authority directly with a German speaker or
translator conferenced into the telephone call.
54. The United States has objected to these practices of the West German Central Authorities as
recently as the Special Commission Meeting of April 1989. The sessions ended, however, without
consensus on this issue.
The German High Court reportedly may have corrected this problem. The United States
representatives at the Special Commission Meeting of April 1989 informed this author that the
German High Court recently ruled that the Bavarian Central Authority had no legal basis under the
Convention to refuse serving a complaint seeking punitive damages. Judgment of May 9, 1989, Case
No. 9VA-3189, Court of Appeals of Munich, Reich der Internationale Wirtschaftscht 483 (1989).
55. Permanent Bureau, Report on the Work of the Special Commission on the Operation of the
Convention of 15 November 1965 on the Service Abroad of Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in
Civil or Commercial Matters (November 21-25, 1977), 17 I.L.M. 319, 321 (1978) [hereinafter
Permanent Bureau Report].
56. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. 13.
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seldom.57 A member country expressly may not refuse to serve process under
the Convention on the ground that it claims exclusive jurisdiction over the
subject matter of the lawsuit or that the lawsuit could not be maintained under
its internal laws.58
5. Refusal to Serve Documents That Do Not Conform
to the Convention's Requirements
A Central Authority may refuse to serve a document if the request does not
conform to the terms of the Convention. 59 This issue involves the mechanics of
the Convention.
B. MECHANICS OF THE CONVENTION
The Convention provides for three basic methods of service through the
Central Authority of the receiving country. In addition, the Convention autho-
rizes seven other alternative methods of service. Before service is attempted
through the Hague Service Convention, the Convention and the receiving
country's declarations or reservations must be carefully reviewed. If there is any
doubt concerning the acceptability of an alternative method in a Convention
country, service should be made through the Central Authority. 60 A list of the
available methods follows:
(i) Service through the Central Authority by a method prescribed by the
receiving country's internal laws;
6 1
(ii) Service through the Central Authority by a method requested by the
applicant;
62
(iii) Service through the Central Authority by voluntary means; 6 3
57. Permanent Bureau Report, supra note 55, at 322. Examples of article 13 refusals include:
"a lawsuit instituted abroad against a national judge seeking damages arising from the exercise of his
judicial authority, a summons to appear before a foreign court addressed to the national monarch,
etc." Id.
58. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. 13.
59. Id. art 4. Litigants should be careful to comply strictly with the Convention's technical
requirements, including filing the proper number of completed Request forms and translations of
documents. In Rivers v. Stihl, Inc., 434 So. 2d 766 (Ala. 1983), the Supreme Court of Alabama
rejected plaintiff's appeal to ignore "minor technicalities," and held that service had not been made
on a foreign party where plaintiff failed to complete the Request form and failed to serve duplicate
copies of the summons and complaint in English and in German. Id. at 770. See also Teknekron
Management, Inc. v. Quante Fernmeldetechnik GmbH, 115 F.R.D. 175, 176-77 (D. Nev. 1987)
(failure to translate a lengthy contract, attached as an exhibit to the complaint, rendered service
ineffective). But see Fox v. Regie, 103 F.R.D. 453 (1984) (by importing a flexible interpretation of
the Hague Service Convention from Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 4, the court upheld service even
though the Certificate form was not returned confirming service).
60. West Germany, Egypt, Norway, and Turkey have objected to each of the alternative methods
of service. Service in these countries, therefore, should be made through their Central Authorities.
61. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. 5(a).
62. Id. art. 5(b).
63. Id. art. 5.
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(iv) Direct service through diplomatic or consular agents of the requesting
country, unless the receiving country has objected to this form of
service;64
(v) Indirect service through diplomatic or consular channels;65
(vi) Direct mail service, unless the receiving country has objected; 66
(vii) Service by "judicial officers, officials or other competent persons" of
the requesting country directly through "judicial officers, officials or
other competent persons" of the receiving country, unless the receiv-
ing country has objected;67
(viii) Service by "any person interested in a judicial proceeding" directly
through the "judicial officers, officials or other competent persons" of
the receiving country, unless the receiving country has objected;68
(ix) Service under another treaty between the United States and the
receiving country;
69
(x) Service by a method, other than the above, permitted by the internal
law of the receiving country.7 °
1. Service through the Central Authority
The primary innovation of the Hague Service Convention is the designation by
each member country of a Central Authority or Authorities-generally, the
Ministry of Justice or the Supreme Court. The U.S. Department of Justice serves
as the Central Authority for incoming service requests into this country. The
Central Authority receives the requests for service;7 ' determines whether the
request conforms with the Convention (and if it does not, the Central Authority
"shall promptly inform" the applicant and specify its objections);72 serves the
document if it conforms; 73 and certifies and returns the certificate of service.
7 4
As noted, there are three options for serving through the Central Authority.
Under article 5(a), the Central Authority may serve the documents by a method
used for service of documents in domestic actions. This method is advantageous
and is commonly used because it aids enforcement of the judgment in the foreign
country and is similar to the alternative provision for service in a foreign country
under Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(A). 75
64. Id. art. 8.
65. Id. art. 9.
66. Id. art. 10(a).
67. Id. art. 10(b).
68. Id. art. 10(c).
69. Id. art. 11.
70. ld. art. 19.
71. Id. art 2.
72. Id. art 4.
73. Id. art. 5.
74. Id. art. 6.
75. See, e.g., Horlick, supra note 14, at 648.
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If article 5(a) is used, however, the Central Authority may require the
documents, including exhibits, to be written in or translated into the official
language of the receiving country. West Germany, Sweden, and the United
Kingdom, for example, require such translations. As discussed earlier, unless it
can be shown that the defendant can read or does business in English, due
process considerations could require a translation of all documents in any event.
At a minimum, the required "Request" and "Summary" should be translated
into the official language of the receiving country notwithstanding the
permission granted by article 7 to serve the required "Request" and
"Summary" in English or French. Utilizing the local method of service
provided by article 5(a) also may require payment of the process server's costs,
although those costs are generally minimal and would be billed following
service.
Article 5(b) permits the requesting party to specify the particular method of
service, unless such method is incompatible with the law of the receiving
country. Article 5(b) is rarely used.76 Under this provision, the Central Authority
is not granted the right to require a translation of the documents to be served.77
Due process considerations, nevertheless, may require such translations. In
addition, under article 12, the requesting party will be required to pay for the
costs of serving documents by the particular method specified.
The second full paragraph of article 5 provides that, unless a particular
method is requested, the document may be served by delivery to an addressee
"who accepts it voluntarily." 78 This form of service, known as remise simple,
is widely used in Europe. Typically, the Central Authority delivers the
document to the local police station, which requests the intended recipient to
come and pick up the documents. This informal form of service apparently is
successful in a majority of cases in Europe. 79 If this form of service is used,
translations would not be required and the applicant would not incur any costs
for service.
The Convention requires the use of three model forms for all forms of service
through the Central Authority: the "Request," a "Summary of the Documents to
Be Served," and a "Certificate." These forms (together known as Form
USM-94) are appended to the Convention in the U.S. Code Annotated and can
be obtained from the United States Marshall Service or the United States State
Department's Office of Citizens Consular Service (OCCS). 80 Copies of these
blank forms are reproduced in Appendix I. The "Request" and "Summary"
should be filled out completely by the requesting party; the "Certificate" will be
76. Id.
77. B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-17.
78. The Hague Service Convention, supra note 2, art. 5.
79. Horlick, supra note 14, at 649.
80. The OCCS also can be very helpful in providing information on the practices of each member
country. The telephone number is (202) 647-3445.
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completed by the executing Central Authority. Models for completing these
forms are attached in Appendix 11.
81
2. Service by Diplomatic or Consular Agents
Article 8 permits direct service by the requesting country's diplomatic or
consular agents, unless the receiving country prohibits this form of service in its
declaration of ratification. As of 1986, almost half of the contracting countries
had declared their opposition to this form of service. 82 Even if a country objects,
article 8 permits such service on nationals of the requesting country located in the
receiving country. This method generally is not available to litigants in the United
States. United States Department of State regulations prohibit Foreign Service
officers "from serving process or legal papers or appointing other persons to do
so," except when directed by the United States Department of State.
83
3. Mail Service
Article 10(a) provides that mail service may be used, unless the receiving
country has objected in its ratification declaration. As of 1986, a majority of
contracting countries, including Japan, had not objected to mail service. West
Germany has objected,84 although it will permit mail delivery for informational
purposes, but not for effecting service of process.85 If mail service is permitted,
translations are not required by the Convention.
86
An apparent drafting glitch has created confusion over whether mail service is
permitted under the Convention and particularly whether it is permitted in
countries, such as Japan, that have not expressly declared their opposition to mail
service. The confusion is created by the uncharacteristic use of the word "send"
rather than "serve" in article 10(a). At least four federal courts, observing that
"send" does not mean "serve," have concluded that mail service is not
permitted under the Convention. 87 The Second Circuit Court of Appeals,
following several earlier federal district court decisions, rejected this interpre-
tation of article 10(a), holding that "send" includes "service.'' 88
81. The precise steps to undertake service through a Convention Central Authority are described
in Davies & Weinstock, supra note 12, at 18, and the U.S. Department of Justice Memorandum No.
386, Revision 3 (July 1979).
82. B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-30.
83. 22 C.F.R. § 92.85 (1988).
84. See Harris v. Browning-Ferris Indus. Chem. Serv., 100 F.R.D. 775, 777 (M.D. La. 1984).
85. Bishop, Service of Process and Discovery in International Tort Litigation, 23 TORT & INS.
L.J. 70, 82 (1987).
86. Lemme v. Wine of Japan Import, Inc., 631 F. Supp. 456 (E.D.N.Y. 1986); Weight v.
Kawasaki Heavy Indus. Ltd., 597 F. Supp. 1082, 1086 (E.D. Va. 1984).
87. Bankston v. Toyota Motor Corp., 123 F.R.D. 595, 599 (W.D. Ark. 1989); Cooper v. Makita,
U.S.A., Inc., 117 F.R.D. 16, 17 (D. Me. 1987); Pochop v. Toyota MotorCo., Ltd., 111 F.R.D. 464,
466 (S.D. Miss. 1986); Mommsen v. Toro Co., 108 F.R.D. 444, 446 (S.D. Iowa 1985).
88. Ackermann v. Levine, 788 F.2d 830, 839 (2d Cir. 1986); see also Lemme v. Wine of Japan
Import, Inc., 631 F. Supp. at 464; Weight v. Kawasaki Heavy Industries, Ltd., 597 F. Supp. at 1082;
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Due to this confusion, however, a litigant undertakes a risk in serving by mail
under the Convention. Mail service, although generally quicker and less
expensive than service through the Central Authority, could become slow and
expensive if it becomes necessary to litigate the effectiveness of mail service.
This is a good possibility, particularly if mail service is attempted in Japan.
89
4. Service by Process Server
Article 10(b), although not a model of clarity,90 would appear to permit
service by a court appointed process server. 9 Article 10(c) would appear to
allow an American attorney to hire a foreign process server directly, without
court intervention. The utility of these forms of service is diminished, however,
because many countries, including Japan,92 West Germany, and the United
Kingdom,93 have objected to them in their ratification declarations. In addition,
it is unclear whether in civil law countries a private process server appointed by
special appointment94 or under general statutory authority would be considered
a "judicial officer, official or other competent person" under articles 10(b) and
10(c) and thus would be permitted to effect service.95 Once again, service
through the Central Authority would be the safer, more certain method.
5. Service Pursuant to Another Treaty
Article 11 permits contracting countries to enter into bilateral or multilateral
agreements establishing other methods for serving process. The United States is
Chrysler Corp. v. General Motors Corp., 589 F. Supp. 1182, 1206 (D.D.C. 1984) (all of which held
that mail service into Japan is permissible under article 10(a)); B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-29 (this
conclusion is "inescapable").
89. Japan recently "clarified" its position on whether article 10(a) permits mail service into
Japan. The Japanese statement of position, reproduced below, would appear to indicate that while
mail service does not violate Japanese sovereignty, such service would not be considered valid
service in Japan. The Japanese Government statement follows:
Japanese position on Article 10(a) of the Hague Convention on the Service Abroad of
Judicial and Extrajudicial Documents in Civil or Commercial Matters: Japan has not
declared that it objects to the sending of judicial documents, by postal channels,
directly to persons abroad. In this connection, Japan (in a statement by its
representative to the Special Commission of April 1989 on the operation of the
Convention on the Service of Documents Abroad) has made it clear that no objection
to the use of postal channels for sending judicial documents to persons in Japan does
not necessarily imply that the sending by such a method is considered valid service in
Japan; it merely indicates that Japan does not consider it as infringement of its
sovereign power.
90. See B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-29.
91. See Tax Lease Underwriters Inc. v. Blackwell Green Ltd., 106 F.R.D. 595 (E.D. Mo. 1985);
Tamari v. Bache & Co., 431 F. Supp. 1226 (N.D. I11. 1977).
92. See Kadota v. Hosogai, 125 Ariz. 131, 136, 608 P.2d 68 (Ariz. App. 1980) (personal service
in Japan deemed ineffective due to Japanese objection to articles 10(b) and 10(c)).
93. But see Tax Lease Underwriters, 106 F.R.D. at 596 (United Kingdom's objections to articles
10(b) and 10(c) did not preclude direct service by an English solicitor).
94. FED. R. Civ. P. 4(c).
95. See B. RISTAU, supra note 15, § 4-29.
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not a party to any such agreements with other Hague Service Convention
contracting countries. 96 The United States recently 'ratified the Inter-American
Convention on Letters Rogatory and Additional Protocol,97 which, on August
27, 1988, entered into force between the United States and the non-Convention
countries of Argentina, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Paraguay, Peru, and
Uruguay.
6. Service According to the Internal
Laws of the Receiving Country
Article 19 permits additional service methods to be used if authorized by the
internal law of the receiving country. This provision is parallel to Federal Rule
4(i)(1)(A). This provision should be used only after consultation with foreign
counsel and careful analysis to ensure that the method authorized under foreign
law meets U.S. due process requirements.
IV. Service in Non-Convention Countries
Without the advantages of international judicial cooperation embodied in the
Hague Service Convention, service in non-Convention countries may entail
greater costs, delays, and uncertainties-the very reasons the Convention was
adopted. 98 For example, utilizing Convention service, the receiving foreign coun-
try's objections can be identified readily in its ratification declaration. The litigant
attempting to serve in a non-Convention country, however, must bear the addi-
tional costs for researching or hiring foreign counsel to ascertain whether the
method selected comports with the internal laws of the foreign country. 99
A. SERVICE METHODS
Federal Rules 4(e) and 4(i) govern service of process in non-Convention
countries for federal court actions. Many states have an analogous rule or
statute.' o Under Federal Rules 4(e) and 4(i), when authority to make foreign
service is found in a federal or state statute or rule of court, any method
prescribed therein may be used to serve process abroad. Federal Rule 4(i)
96. Id.
97. 14 I.L.M. 339 (Mar. 1975).
98. As with Convention service, the authority for extraterritorial service must be found in a state
or federal statute or rule separate from the rules governing the method of service. Also, the method
selected must comport with due process standards.
99. As described earlier, although most American courts will deem effective service that
complies with the law of the forum court, even if the method contravenes foreign law, at least one
federal court has held otherwise. R.M.B. Electrostat v. Lectra Trading, A.G., No. 82-1844 (E.D. Pa.
Jan. 17, 1983) (LEXIS Genfed library, Dist. file). This uncertainty may create an unacceptable risk.
In any event, if enforcement may be sought abroad, then the service method must comply with the
law of the receiving country.
100. See B. RISTAU, supra note 15, ch. 1, pt. 111, note 2.
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provides additional flexibility by offering five alternative methods for service
abroad. These alternatives may be used in addition to any method specified in the
federal or state statute or rule providing the basis for extraterritorial jurisdiction.
The five alternatives included in Federal Rule 4(i) are described below.
1. Service in Accordance with Foreign Law
Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(A) permits service to be made in a manner prescribed by
the law of the receiving country, provided due process standards are met. This
alternative parallels the option provided by article 5(a) of the Hague Service
Convention. Methods of service not available in the United States could be used.
This alternative enhances the likelihood of enforcement in the receiving country,
but may entail increased costs to discern and comply with foreign laws.
2. Service by Letters Rogatory
Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(B) provides for service of process by letters rogatory. A
letter rogatory or letter of request is a formal request from the court in which an
action is pending to a foreign court to deliver service of process to a named
addressee and to inform the requesting court when service has been completed.
Unless otherwise provided by treaty, letters rogatory are typically routed between
the courts through diplomatic or consular channels.
The receiving court is under no obligation to accede to the request and will
undertake action in its discretion pursuant to principles of international comity.
The foreign court can refuse to execute the letter of request on any number of
grounds, including: (a) the character of the American proceeding is inconsistent
with the public policy of the receiving country (e.g., antitrust litigation); (b) the
cause of action or relief requested is not recognized in the receiving country; (c)
it has not been shown sufficiently that the courts of the United States will grant
reciprocal treatment to the tribunals of the receiving country; or (d) the
translation of the documents is inadequate (i.e., the translation has not been
certified by an official translator or by a consular officer of the receiving
country). 101
The delays resulting from the use of diplomatic channels and the uncertainties
attendant to identifying the proper foreign court were among the primary reasons
for establishing Central Authorities under the Hague Service Convention.' 0 2
Due to the cumbersome and unpredictable procedures involved, letters
rogatory should be used only as a last resort. Letters rogatory may be the only
service method available in certain countries that have adopted an extreme view
of judicial sovereignty, such as Switzerland. If letters rogatory are to be used, the
American litigant should consult with the State Department to determine the
101. Id. § 3-17.
102. See RESTATEMENT, supra note 12, § 471, reporters' note 1.
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specific requirements for the particular receiving country. '0 3 In addition, local
foreign counsel should be retained, if possible, both to verify formal require-
ments and to facilitate progress of the request through the foreign bureaucracy. 1o4
3. Service by Personal Delivery
Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(C) permits service by personal delivery on an individual
or by delivery to an officer or agent of a corporation. Service may be made by
any person who is not a party and is at least eighteen years old, or who has been
designated by a United States or foreign court to serve process. The plaintiff's
counsel or his local counsel can be designated to serve process. 105
If permitted under the laws of the receiving country,' ° 6 this method could be
the most efficient available. It also is familiar to U.S. litigants and likely would
satisfy due process standards. Depending upon the circumstances of a particular
case, these advantages would appear to outweigh the increased costs of hiring a
process server in the United States or abroad.
4. Service by Mail
Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(D) permits service by any form of mail requiring a signed
receipt, provided the service is addressed and mailed by the clerk of the court
where the lawsuit is pending. This method is easy, inexpensive, and depending
upon the vagaries of foreign postal channels, potentially quick. Its effectiveness
depends upon the willingness of the defendant to accept service of process.
Service will not be upheld without the signed receipt or some other affirmative
evidence of actual delivery. Although mail service is the least intrusive form of
service, some countries, such as Switzerland, still consider it a violation of their
sovereignty, thereby eliminating chances of enforcing any resulting judgment in
the receiving country.
5. Service as Directed by Court Order
Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(E) permits the forum court to tailor service to the
particular circumstances of the case. Courts utilizing this authority will often
direct service by several methods simultaneously, such as service by personal
delivery and by mail. In International Controls Corp. v. Vesco,1 0 7 the court
103. A recommended procedure for executing service of process through letters rogatory in
Switzerland is described in Delk & Nelson, supra note 14; cf. Horlick, supra note 14, at 640-42. A
sample letter rogatory can be found at 4 MOORE'S FEDERAL PRACTICE, supra note 26, § 28.05 (1987).
104. Some countries require local counsel to have a power of attorney executed in a form required
by that country. Horlick, supra note 14, at 642 n. 19.
105. See International Controls Corp. v. Vesco, 593 F.2d 166, 174-75 (2d Cir. 1979).
106. Direct personal service without permission of the local authorities could violate the internal
laws of the receiving country. See, e.g., Gori-Mantinelli & Botwinik, International Judicial
Assistance-Italy, 9 INT'L LAW. 717, 719-20 (1975).
107. 593 F.2d at 177-78, 181-82.
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permitted service to be performed by throwing the document on defendant's
premises and by simultaneously mailing a copy to him.
B. PRACTICAL METHODOLOGY
Depending upon the circumstances of the case and the trade-offs of time, cost,
and certainty, the following procedure for executing service in a non-Convention
country could be used. First, attempt service by mail pursuant to Federal Rule
4(i)(1)(D). If the receipt is not returned within a month and time is of the
essence, attempt personal service by designating a foreign process server or a
lawyer in the receiving country in accordance with Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(C). If
these two methods fail, consider seeking a federal court order directing service
by ordinary mail under Federal Rule 4(i)(1)(E). At the same time, it would be
advisable to contact a lawyer in the receiving country to determine if its internal
laws provide particular methods that might be effective under Federal Rule
4(i)(1)(A). As a last resort, use letters rogatory in accordance with Federal Rule
4(i)(1)(B).
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REQUEST
FOR SERVICE ABROAD OF JUDICIAL OR EXTRAJUDICIAL DOCUMENTS
DEMA NDE
AUX FINS DE SIGNIFICA TION OU DE NOTIFICA TION A LETRANGER
D'UN ACTE JUDICIA IRE OU EXTRAJUDICIA IRE
Convention on the service @brad of judkial snd extrajudlciil documents In civil or
€onmcrnil nitoer, dined a: The Hagm, November 15. 1%5.
Conienlno, relatine 1, Ia nSlifiiaton ei 'a Ia notifitation 'a Itranger des acres judiciaires ou nicrajudieaires en matier) civile
ot com riiale. signk a La Hayc. Ic 15 NoeaW 1965.
The undersigned *ppitint ha the abour to too•soolf-io dupticate-h. douoo-ents listed below and, in coatormily with article 5 of th
*bove-oaoetioned Coarenlion. requests prompt service of on copy thereof on ie addresaa. .iA,,
Ildetity and Addres)
irequrani ,ou-~ign a IMo-nnur de faire parvenir-e double er.emplaire-a laiori d aoa et dtcumens i-desso.Jnnor
en Ia priam i onJormnaen & arucS de Io Conveation p
t
i iik'e. dcafaire remenre sans rtard n eemplaire au destinataire sao:
(ideniit ci adrease)
( J () in accordance with the provisions of sub-paragroph (a) of t thato paragraph of artile 5 of the Convention.-
a) relan lot(e, Ilgales (artice S. ahna premier. leire a),
o (b) in accordance with the oli.tloon prlltcular method (ob-paiaqph (b) of the firs a ntrrph of artie 5):
h) aria. Ia (urie paniulh e suto, ne (article 5. aluinia premier. Ieire b)
O otf by delivery to lthe ddresis. if he accepts It voluntarily (sbcond paragraph of article S)(.
e) le cas khl.ao, par reifte tinple (article 5. alin;a 2)
The authority is neqoosoed to return ur to hve returned to the applicntt a copy of the documento-nd of 0he nneoes'-oith a certifletle
ns provided on lbe revera sde.







(Formerly OBD -116 whliich wa formerly LAA-1 16. USM.941 both of which may still be used) (Est. 11/221771
*Oaoe a1 b~le-lt,
SPRING 1990
Idemolly and addre of the applicnt
Ideni( vt adr,-ed req/. rant
Address of receiving authority
Adresse de l'outori: deinataire




The undersigned authority has the honour to certify, in conformity with article 6 of the Convention,
La.oeii/ omeignlc a I'honneur d...ere .onform.esn It roicled de ladie Conentin.
I) that the document tat been servede
I que 1n demande a i rot trc:
-the (date)
-- I, (doe)
-at (place. street. natbe)
-a (Iotai,;. rue nn/ro)
-in ona of the following methods authoriand by article 5-
-dens un dMs J.ri, -icon,, precu- 4 lardi, ."
3 (a) in accordance wish the ptrovbions of sub-paragraph (a) of the first p .eagraph of article 5 of the Convention-.
a) elon Its form^e ktgolej (ariule J. alinta premier, let,,, a)
0 (b) in aenrdanec with the following particular method-:
b) $,1-o lcjornn p.rii-14re, icen:e
0 (c) by telivery to the iddresee, who accepted it ountarily.*
C) par emi, -,e inple
The documents referred to in the request have been delivered to:
Lee docunent, n-enion x dane Is demande on, /./ remirs
-(identity and description of person)
-(ideni,/ , qualii de Ia pr sone)
-relutictcship to the addressee (family, husiness or othee):
-liens de parent, de subordination ou autres, ae, le desiinataire de laee:
2) that the document has not been served. by reason of the following facts:
1. qe Ia demande na pate execute,. en raieon des fas ,uivants
In conformity with the seond paragraph of article 12 of the Convention, the applicant is requested to pay or reimnburse the eapenses
detailed in the attached statement?
Conbormdment l erlire 12, oline'a 2. de ladite Convention. le requern es, prie de pa), cc de rembourer, lea fluij dont le deail





in appropriate eam, documents establishing the service:
1, -ck/an,. let document, iu-iiraft de lei, uion:
Done s , the
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SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENT TO BE SERVED
ELEMENTS ESSENTIELS DE L'ACTE
Convention on the service abroad of judicial and extrajudiclut documents in civil or commercil
mtter, signed at The Hague, November 15, 1%45.
Convention relative ,a /a signification Is 'a ta notification It ritranger des acres judiciarie et extrajudiciares
en maliere civile commemiale, signie b La Haye. le 1i Novembre 1963
(ueticte 5, fourth pfarngeph)
(artile S. elinda 4)
Name and address of the menlnsti authority:
Nora Is ad ese de I.ou orid eqodrance:




Nature and purpose of the document:
NIu.eet obiei de e:
Nature and purpose of the proceedings and. where approplite, the amount in dispute:
Nase, ri hli, de I'nciane. le iasi Ien -n l. tan du itug,
Date and plane for entering appemnneen-:
Dese vs lie de Ia 1 ,pevosivn"
Couwn which has ginen indgmenta*:
.sridivi qui . sendu e divis
Date of judgment*:
Dase d, ha du4min.
Time limita stated in Ite document**:
Indi tin de d sliats igan, dens I-ei
EXTRAJUDICIAL DOCUMENT-
ACTE EXTRAJUDICIAIRE
Nature and purpose of the document:
Vaure 1i she ide I'e, ,:
Time limits stated in the document**:
11di, n t,,u 1-.i dIiaes fIsgntn dens rai t-
*.,... ... ... v.S.G.e.O. 1985 eve-244/39037
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APPENDIX II
FEDERAL CASE:
NAME AND ADDRESS OF
ATTORNEY FOR PARTY
SEEKING SERVICE
SOMEWHERE ON THE PAGE
STATE: AUTHORIZED
APPLICANT PURSUANT TO
PUBLIC LAW 97-462 of FEB. 26,
1983 WHICH AMENDED RULE
4 (c)2(A) FEDERAL RULES OF
CIVIL PROCEDURE.
STATE CASE:
IN ACTIONS PENDING IN STATE
COURTS, STATE LAW DESIGNATES
THE PERSON AUTHORIZED TO
EFFECT SERVICE. IF STATE LAW
AUTHORIZES SOMEONE OTHER THAN
AN OFFICIAL TO SERVE PROCESS
A REFERENCE TO THE STATUTORY
AUTHORITY SHOULD APPEAR
PROMINENTLY ON THE "REQUES
E.G., "AUTHORIZED TO SE
JUDICIAL PROCESS UNDER
SECTION XO OF THE XYZ/ODE
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE .AND
RULE 4 (c)2(A) FEDERL RULES
OF CIVIL PROCEDURE/
LIST NAME AND ADDRESS oF
FOREIGN CENTRAL AUTHORITY
NAME AND ADDR.SS OF PERSO
TO BE SERVEY
CHECK THE APPROPRIATE BOX
FOR THE METHOD OF SERVICE
LIST ALL DOCUMENTS ATTACHE
TO THE FORMS
LIST THE CITY/STA /CO Y WH
SIGN THE REQUES.z
Frms
ERE YOU ARE LOCATED AND THE DATE OF
VOL. 24, NO. I
REQUEST
FOR SERVIU ABROAD OF JUDOIQA. OX EXIAJVDICIAL DOCUXAU.iTh
( ,,, .. .,.. /1a..I., d,. .. O.,
A .d,.,.,A ... ..... , .. 3,! . U,. ,, Kr,A !,, .d.a.!. Co,... ..T. dz. 1-'O* b 4d,. 4...fmdyi . =',b. ,,,A. ~X3~A.,7~.3~d,.,T-.d A
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REQUEST
FOR SERVICE ABROAD OF JUDICIAL OR EXTRAJUDICIAL DOCUMENTS
DEMA NDE
A UX FINS DE SIGNIFICA TION OU DE NOTIFICA TION A LETRANGER
D'UN ACTEJUDICIA IRE OU EXTRAJUDICIA IRE
Coonotlon o the servie oblod of judicial end oxtrojodint documen. to eiil or
€ommercilt miters,. siged .t Th. Hg.ue, No-eab., 13, 1965.
Cnnenon relarte a Ia ,igntjiratlan er ao .a notiication a ranb ge, de, art,, jtdiciairv o .xrajndictiae- en ma-ir ie
oiomnekreil,. Oinde IIL Hay,, lk 13 NoA,,be 1963
Th onde.figned .pplIon has the hoou to Irasuonc-o duplikate-the docuoents listed below and, in conformity with article 5 of the
.bo,-nentoned Con-cnton. requets pomp. e,, of one copy threof on the addnnoe, i...,
(identity and dde.)
Lv reqtorant ,nnag i a rhannu, d, fire pa.nir-, doable ee-plaire-a rao-6,) de,-inoire le, d-.-,,$ ei.de a - h so mr - .
en 1a prawn onformnwnh h ,rg lS .e Ia tonwp
1 tinri/e.den fare IeoIetr  ,anx retrd -a eoemplat,, 0u dextanataie.,aoir(ide,, eladr,,) r. . . wortness
4221 South Roxbury Street, Bloomsbury 2833Y, Kent, England
) in .. o..do--e with the twolhino of sub-p.. graph IF) of the fl.t poraa.ph of .rtlet 5 of the Conentlno.
a) "l- I, to-., Ingle, (a-,,re . ala prene,, eflre 0)
0I (M) in aecodance with the following portiuar ethod ("b-ngrph (b) of the tin ptrageph of article S)-:
b) e/n laJor paricli~re ,aiante (a, l, J. alia preier, lv,re b)
0 ln) by dell,,ry to th ddressee, if he accepts it oluntally (second po-graph of -kl. 5)-.
I le , - kran,. pa, ,e--le ,inple 5arad,). alinia 2)
Th uthority Io r.qustd to return or to h-oe rtur.ed to the applant copy of the document-and of the anneoe.-with a certificate
.. proided on the r,,ors lde.
Ceauevri -, p.ie de ,envote, an de fatre renvoy,, a ,equ;ra.n, eremplare d, lao,-,e de et annex,, --ave at,,esaion
fix ra . --
List of dnooso os
L,,onmhratn de pdev
Executed "Request" in duplicate
Executed "Summary" in duplicate
"Certificate" (unexecuted) in duplicate
Summons, in duplicate D-,t ,the
Complaint, in duplicate Fab New York, N. Y. i, April 21, 197
.
Signa-tr de l..tp.
_______________________________________________ Stn,e, etlao, tachet.








U. S. COURTHOUSE, ROOM 123
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10008
Addr-.. of recetot omhooily
Ad,-, d, Pawor, deooav
Senior Master of the Supreme
Court of Judicature
Royal Courts of Justice
Strand, London WC2A 2LL
ENGLAND




The undersigned authority hu. the honour to certify, in conformity with article 6 of the Convention,
L'au,-4 :nsngnse a i'hsneo, d'ateser M . nfo-s-rent 'roi, 6le6 de ladse Cno in.
1) that the dotrument has been ered
I q-e la deonsdea isd e. t ioe
-the (date)
-I (date)




-in one of the following methods authoraed by artile 5-
-dn on, def ]iots siantsa pt/cue a Is raile 5:
0 ia) in accordance with the proialont of sub-pragruph (a) of the first paralraph of article 5 of the Conventiona.
a) selon its far-t leales (aticle , alinea presier. letre a),
0 (b) In acordance with the following partteutar method-:
b) aln Iafarme patsicoi're to.ane
0 Mel by delivery to the addressee, who accepted it volontarily.-
,) patr ,ise inple .
Thn docment referred to in the reqest t.. been deUnered to:
Lts documenta meehioost dant I demand, on, /t/ remis a:
-(ideetily and description of person
-(iden.sis ei quah-, d, Ia ..ptonie)
-relationship to the addeee (ftetily, bnlnaIs or other):
-lien, de pa-net. di s.b.,dinaio n o a,,s a-e I destaiade de Par-"
2) that the document has not been served, by reaon of the following faclts:
2 qoe Ia denande na pas1i ece, to raton d6i faiils uivar, :
In eonformity wIth the second paragraph of aricto 1 of the Convention. the applicant is reqtested to piy or relburse the expenses
detailed in the attached statemen?
ConJormdes I 'aisle I. oina 2. d, lade,, Conontion. le eque-ant s, pris de payer ou de reniourer le, frai dons le d/tal
figure au m/nrie -join.
Documents returned:
Psics reno).e:
In appropriate rase, documents estahtlishing th service:
Li cal dih/ans. le, d-icnment. risrficaiifo de ' coin
Doan at the
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SUMMARY OF THE DOCUMENT TO BE SERVED
ELEMENTS ESSENTIELS DE L'ACTE
Convention o  the bruict abroad of judicial and eutrajudicial documents in civil or ummer-I
matter., signed .t The Hague, Norenl IS, 1965.
C.nrentin eltve "a In signifi-aion ,'a la -ir ioni , 'rb-ngr, deo o scj odiir et e-rrjdioires
en nlatire le ,o rri le, signe 4 L, Haj e. , 15 Nonmbre 1965.
larticle 5, fourth paragraph)
( hole . hoin 4)
Name and addrec of the requaslng authority: R"Noraade..de IuRrtrequ(lnte: ichard A. Roe, United States Marshal,
United States Courthouse, Room 123, New York, N. I.
Plt"lnulars or the partil:




Nature and purpose of the document:
Vurureer,,Seue, , TO give notice to the Defendant of the institution against
him of a claim for civil damages, and to summon him to appear at a court
hearing.
Nature and pulpos of the procedirs and, whe.r for money damages for breachVoureecn, ut,el,nn.risun,el,, /,hcIron./. rnoo,ondu lilie: _amfrmnydmgsfrbec
of contract. Plaintilf seeks to recover 5i million.
Dae, nd placer Or -eerinaP nuiy 4, 1979, United States Courthouse, Courtroom
No. I 'We, r ew" ork, N.Y. 10008, at 10 o'clock a.m.
Court ehich at given judgment'-: N/A
IuidtS,ion qi,,,rendu d,roirio N/A
a-r or judsmen: N/A
Datee Sla dn inin:N/
Time limits stated In ho document":
ldiuro,rae diio'rArtn, r le Defendant is required to file an ANSWER with the




N.ture and purpose of the document:
u....t,r I .,h, d, lo,- N/A
rime limits stated In the do ment":
Indnidunor d, ,tdiocjfigea,, donP.re N/A
* It aee.srahra. OratOr rad aUra. Orb. e.n luremO 6 rOt OrannOim altar uru..m
0.000 Oarerae.hr..
cur A., r,,ur. rud, 3
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